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Media That Takes You
Higher
God’s purpose for our lives is to be in a consistent state of elevation.
Through His wisdom, power, and grace He continues to lift us up each day.
Stay elevated with us as we bring to you encouragement through books, music,
and apps.

BOOKS
In the Trenches: 10 Reasons To Stay In Ministry
by Pastor Joshua C. Nelson
As a pastor I was in the trenches with Pastor Nelson
throughout this book. This book is encouraging and
captivating as he seeks to shine light at the end of
the dark tunnels of our journey. This book is for
leaders and provides the tools for staying in
ministry through the doubts, criticism, and
depression. Nelson’s experience with prayer,
dedication, and perseverance will motivate readers
to keep digging in their trenches and find the
purpose to which God has called them. In The
Trenches might have listed 10 reasons not to quit
ministry, however, I believe we will find many more!
“The hardest thing about trench digging is that it
forces you to go deeper into the trench…”

Walking by Faith and Not by Sight
by Kaysian C. Gordon
Do you have regular appointments with your Heavenly
Father? Do you ever feel like you are running on
empty? How do you cope? These are some of the
questions that Kaysian Gordon answers in this
journal. This 45-day journal explores stories from
her life as well as stories to impact yours. This is
an excellent devotional to start or end your day.
“These pages are filled with some of the lessons
that I have seen Him teaching me. Some of these
lessons have come from the most random places, but
there is a whisper to my heart.”

Music

Kara Nichole
Kara Nichole Robinson’s music is an eclectic blend
of contemporary, jazz, rhythm and blues, calypso,
and acoustic styles. Songs like “Happy,” “Jesus,”
and “He’s Coming Back” inspire us to love and
cherish a relationship with God. Robinson’s Stellar
Award-winning producer Levester White adds a great
professional sound as she represents God to the
streets!

Apps
Send your information for review to: info@mcguireent.com

The greatest thing you can do every day is to seek elevation in your
relationship with Christ. The Holy Bible, will help lift you closer to Jesus.
Whether you use an app, a music player, or a paperback book to draw closer to
God, know that He is waiting to meet you.

